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More of the same
Despite all the talk of change, albertans 
will have woken up to more of the same today—and 
it shouldn’t come as a surprise to any of us.

once again, this province has given the nod to the 
status quo. it took jut 23 minutes after the polls closed 
for global edmonton to predict a pc majority, and, 
as of press time, stelmach’s government had gained 
another ten seats, for an indomitable 72.

still, 37 years—now going on 40—of progressive 
conservatives belies the true division in this province: 
typically, one in three albertans vote for another 
party, be it the liberals, nDps, or the newly formed 
Wildrose alliance—and many more stayed home.

perhaps albertans will never agree on a single alter-
native, but a change in government isn’t just political—
it’s social. and social change can only take place where 
there’s social cohesion—not political consensus, but a 
cultural togetherness, a mutual interest in the greater 
good. if that sounds like a distant utopian ideal, you 
need only look at our neighbours to see that change is 
not only possible but, in most cases, the norm—even 
where a wide range of political views are represented.

in “beautiful british columbia,” there’s a close con-
nection to nature and a strong sense of environmental 
responsibility, and canada’s most progressive environ-
mental legislation (as toothless as it may be) has just 
resulted. saskatchewan’s rural grassroots tradition has 
seen the rise of medicare and several socialist govern-
ments. the Maritime provinces share a strong sense 
of cultural identity that transcends politics; Quebec’s 
sense of culture is stronger still—and decidedly politi-
cal. thanks to this strong social cohesion, all of these 
provinces are able to maintain relatively high govern-
mental turnover. individually, these people have their 
own political views, but collectively, they’re not afraid 
to demand change. 

in alberta, we can’t even be bothered to get new 
license plates. Unlike the ubiquitous Wild rose, 
social cohesion is about as common as ocean-front 
property in this province. everyone—liberal or con-
servative, young or old—is in it for themselves, with 
individual success widely accepted as the greatest  
good.

in alberta, it was the Wild West to begin with—
northwest territories, rupert’s land—and now, with 
the tarsands serving as the latest gold rush, alberta is 
canada’s economic promised land as well. hundreds of 
thousands have come here in search of their salvation, 
and if they bother to vote at all, it’s for whoever prom-
ises to leave the economy, the environmental debate, 
and their f-350 alone.

but before we denounce “the voters” as a whole, 
we must realize that idealistic students like us aren’t 
any better. here at the University of alberta, we’re a 
microcosm of the same effect: we’re all here to pursue 
our individual goals, and we’ll be damned if we’re 
going to let a few referenda get in our way.

in each case, it’s individualism, not apathy, that 
causes us to vote for the status quo—or to not bother 
to show up at all. individualism won in a landslide on 
Monday, and early polls show it as the frontrunner for 
Wednesday and thursday as well. 

AdAm GAumOnt
Editor-in-Chief
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No conservative voice

I was disappointed to note that the 
panellists who contributed to the 
28 February “Election Dissection” 
piece were all, let’s say, from one 
side of the political spectrum. I 
did some quick Googling on Sam 
Power’s Public Interest Alberta 
(PIA), and Professor Urquhart’s 
Alberta Wilderness Institute, and 
my suspicions were confirmed. 

PIA is a supposedly “non-partisan” 
organization whose “Program Areas” 
just happen to all go in one political 
direction. Similarly, the AWI is your 
typical green group. Of course, these 
perspectives should be represented 
in a discussion on election issues, it 
just seemed that some political ide-
ologies were missing—specifically, 
political views that received over 
50 per cent of the popular vote in 
Alberta in 2004. 

More concerning is why did nobody 
at the Gateway notice that a panel 
with a Liberal, an NDPer, an envi-
ronmentalist, and a “Public Interest” 
advocate isn’t particularly balanced? 
Next time, try harder to find at least 
one Conservative to join in. There are 
some of us here, I assure you.

Alex GOrdOn
Engineering IV

Wait, they don’t love you 
like I love you
I’m in your readership, Kelsey, and 
I’m writing to prove it because the 
Internet just doesn’t cut it for genius 
(re: “Blogging’s difficult when you’re 
so easily distracted—ooh, bunnies!” 
28 February). 

Out there in the scary dank world 
of YouTube and terrifying fetish porn, 
no one really cares. No one gets you—
you’re just that unique—so they don’t 
listen to you. But with print, especially 
the Gateway, they’re pretending to 
care about issues. They get sucked in 
by the Times New Roman and they’re 
halfway through the article before 
they realize that they, once again, 
don’t get you. So the page turns, 
and you’re brilliant musings on what 
might have given you food poisoning 
last night can’t enlighten them.

But you have a duty, Kelsey—they 
need you, no matter how much they 
dislike you. That’s why we need to take 
it to the streets—they need to hear it. 
I say we take people one by one, and 
hold them down. We’ll scream in 
their faces about our favourite bands 
and that bitchy girl in that one class. 
We’ll make them care.

Most likely ironically (but possibly 
stalkerly),

GrAhAm rObertsOn
via email

Letters to the editor should be sent 
to letters@gateway.ualberta.ca (no 
attachments, please).

The Gateway reserves the right 
to edit letters for length and clar-
ity, and to refuse publication of any 
letter it deems racist, sexist, libellous 
or otherwise hateful in nature. The 
Gateway also reserves the right to 
publish letters online.

Letters to the editor should be no 
longer than 350 words, and should 
include the author’s name, program, 
year of study and student ID number 
to be considered for publication.

And to clarify, the body text we 
use is called Joanna, not Times. 
What’s your favourite font? I bet it’s 
Helvetica.

Post still backin’ Black
by noW, neWs of lorD conraD black’s jail 
sentence, which started on Monday, is widespread. 
however, it would seem that the national post, black’s 
former baby, hasn’t quite adjusted to its daddy leaving 
the nest, as evidenced by Monday’s edition.

While the front page displayed a simple typo-
graphic quote from black, the image directed readers 
to the “story” on page 5, which was graced by an 
op-ed piece written by lord black himself. titled 
“Unjustly incarcerated,” the piece is a self-indulgent 
and unnecessarily verbose work in which he attempts 
to justify his actions and calls into question the court’s 
decisions.

While i’d normally have no problems with a man 
attempting to appeal his prosecution to the public, a 
move like this by the post displays a shameful lack of 
journalistic integrity, and is a sure sign that the chains 
of black’s media empire are far from broken. 

mike kendrick
Design & Production Editor

Conal PIErsE

Where are all the ladies?
Here it is, just another wild and 
crazy Friday night. Just rocking—
yay. We are five “reasonably” 
gorgeous studs who are sitting 
here drinking beer and play-
ing Trivia pretending not to care 
that the phone hasn’t rung all  
evening.

But what else is new? It hap-
pens every weekend! You may 
wonder why we aren’t out cruis-
ing the bars on the pick-up. Well, 
surprise, surprise, we’re not all 
insensitive, shallow, pompous, 
conceited, sex-minded, alco-
holic beasts. We’re looking for 
that someone special too. In fact, 
just last week, we met several 
potential “someone specials”—
but none of them phoned. 
We’ve all worked double-shift 
on guard by the phone during 
the last week. What’s wrong 
with us? Where did we all go 
wrong? This waiting is killing 
us—I mean, we’re talking “ulcer  
city.” 

As our beer bellies mount, so 
do our insecurities. Where are all 
you progressive women? Believe 
it or not, it’s just as hard to phone 
you as it is for you to phone us. 
Hurry up; we’ve memorized all 
the answers to Trivia, and we’re 
almost out of beer. 

Phone!

OrGAnizAtiOn fOr VApid 
unsecure mAles

28 February, 1985

We’re right here, boys
Where the hell do you get off 
saying all these things about the 
“lack” of progressive women? 
Here we are, two gorgeous (no 
“reasonably” about it) chicks lying 
here, sipping Canada Coolers, 
playing “Old Maid,” and reading 
the Gateway—not waiting for the 
telephone to ring. 

Do you know why? Because we 
are today’s progressive women! 
Everybody knows that we don’t 
“do” waiting. Now, you’re prob-
ably wondering why we don’t 
phone you. What do you look 
like, who are you, and what the 
hell are your phone numbers? As 
well, we’re not all nymphomani-
acs (surprise!) lusting for your 
body, car, and money. 

About your phoning crisis and 
your fear of rejection, there’s a 
good psychology department at 
the U of A, and after you’ve been 
there, you can go pick up a student 
directory, then perhaps one of us. 

Or how about the two of us get 
together with the five of you? Get 
with it; we’re out of Coolers and 
our “Old Maid” cards are getting 
sticky.

twO rfAs
5 March, 1985

 
Letters from the Archives is a semi-
regular feature where the Gateway 
runs historical letters that we feel 
are of particular importance—or 
are just really hilarious.

Did these star-crossed 
lovers ever find one another? 
Unfortunately, that answer has 
been lost to the sands of time.

letters from
the archives


